Abstract-A novel nonsequential indexing mechanism (termed phonetic set indexing) has been evaluated for the purpose of fast word pre-selection. Our approach to handling the lexical access problem stems from the primary observation that the set of phones which are present in the transcription of a word is sparsely distributed across the vocabulary, and is thus suitable as an indexing key for retrieving a short-list of word possibilities.
INTRODUCTION
AN important part of continuous speech recognition systems is the development of efficient and accurate bottom-up word preselection. The traditional approaches toward handling this lexical access problem has been to build lexical trees, and perform sequential searches using [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] such trees. In fact, some popular acoustic fast match techniques effectively discard sequential information by using two-state "pseudo-Markov" models, such as in [2] . Phonetic trigram representation of word transcriptions have been proposed and studied for word preselection in [6] : However, the input phonetic sequences were generated by computer simulation, and high phone recognition accuracy (85 percent) was assumed.
In this paper, the possibility of prefetching words using the phone sequence output of automatic speech recognition systems has been explored. A novel nonsequential indexing mechanism (termed phonetic set indexing) has been evaluated for the purpose of fast word preselection. Although, phonetic streams are considered in this paper, the proposed approach may be applied in other domains such as spelling correction of OCR generated character streams. Experiments have been performed on the TIMIT database using 68 percent accurate automatically generated phone transcriptions (produced by using recurrent neural networks).
It is difficult to compare the phone set indexing strategy to the previous techniques since they incorporate many different constructs. However, as a baseline, a dynamic programming (DP) matching technique was used that incorporates representational computational features. The proposed phonetic set indexing method proved over 13 times faster than the sequential DP matching scheme.
PHONE SETS
The phone set approach proposed in this paper attempts to use nonsequential representations of word transcriptions as an index of the word. The idea of discarding sequence information in speech segments for the purpose of classification has been also researched upon at the lower, acoustic [10] , [12] , [3] , and more recently by [11] at the word level. Our approach to handling the lexical access problem stems from the primary observation that the set of phones which are present in a transcription of a word is sparsely distributed across the vocabulary, and is thus suitable as an indexing key for retrieving a short list of word possibilities. The fixed dimensionality of the phonetic set representation also makes it suitable for implementation with compact bit strings, thus enabling fast lexical access using low-level bit operations.
The phonetic set [9] representation of a particular word transcription is the set of phones that are present. This can be represented as a sequence of bits, each bit corresponding to a phone, and the presence/absence of the particular phone indicated by 1/0. Using the 48 phone set [14] , each of the 6,229 words from the TIMIT database lexicon were represented as phone sets. Fig. 1 shows the average and maximum number of distinct words represented by phone sets in this experiment. The x-axis indicates that only the lexicon word transcriptions greater than the represented length are under consideration. The vertical axis indicates the number of words that are represented by the same phone set representation. It can be seen that the average is slightly over 1.1, and the maximum is nine for all words. When larger words are considered, the maximum falls to three. What the figure suggests is that the phonetic set representation is a useful, sparse, indexing function for prefetching a short list of words for detailed matching. The fixed dimensionality of the phone set representation lends itself to a compact bit-string representation, thus enabling fast matching using low-level hardware byte instructions. The key issue addressed in this paper is whether the inaccurate nonsequential bit representations formed from the stream of test phonetic transcriptions are good enough for indexing a short-list of words for detailed matching. Furthermore, is the performance of the phone set indexing scheme comparable to the sequential DP matching method?
SEQUENCE INFORMATION IN SET REPRESENTATIONS
Before proceeding to an application of the phonetic set indexing approach, let us ask the following question: How much sequential information can be retrieved from a sequence of nonsequential representations? Consider the following experiment: Pick a length n, and a stream of letters w. Beginning at the first letter, 1 start windowing the word with a buffer of length n, thus getting a set of letters w i , for each letter position i. An additional set W i is defined as the intersection of all the windows that touch position i. Thus,
(1)
1. The analogy of letters is presented instead of phones for the sake of clarity; the results achieved with letters are similar to the results with phone streams. and so on. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Thus, basically, word streams are represented as sequences of sets of letters, and the intersections of nearby sets is given at every position i. It can be trivially observed that the correct letter at position i will always be present in the set W i . But the intersected set W i may contain additional letters depending on the sequence of letters: In Fig. 2 , W 4 = {C, Y}. Thus a pertinent question is: Given such sequences of sets, how easy would it be for one to guess the letters of the word streams? One way of characterizing this measure is to calculate the perplexity of the task. Perplexity is defined as 2 H , where H is the entropy (number of bits of information) of the system and is commonly used as a measure to evaluate language models [8] . It may be interpreted as the number of word (letter in this experiment) choices (suggested by the language model), available at a given decision point. The procedure described can be interpreted as a grammar L, and the entropy of the grammar L can be computed as follows.
In our formulation, we assume that the probability of picking a letter from the set is uniform. At a given point in a word, P(l|i) = 1/|W i |, "l OE W i , and 0 otherwise. Each decision point i can be viewed as a state in the grammar L (see [14, pp. 145-146] ; also see [8] ). The entropy for the ith letter is
Thus the total entropy is
where p(i) is the steady state probability of being in state i, which is 1/n (where n is the total length of the letter stream). Thus, we compute the perplexity from the whole input stream as 2 H(L) . The results of such an experiment using the phonetic transcription of the TIMIT speech database performed for different phone window lengths are plotted in Fig. 3 . In the figure "w/o sil" indicates that the silence/pause phones were discarded in the computation of the perplexity. The average perplexity value can be interpreted as the average number of phones we can expect to see in each intersection set at any position. Interestingly, the perplexity is less than two for windows of less than 10 phones. The theoretical worst case is linear (exactly same as the size of the buffer). This is the scenario where a phone disappears from the window at one end and appears at the other end.
WORD PREFETCHING WITH PHONETIC SET INDEXING
The overview of the procedure is shown in Fig. 4 .
Building the Phonetic Set Table
The automatically recognized phonetic transcriptions are quite inaccurate. Thus, it is unreliable to depend on the accurate phonetic transcriptions of words for phonetic set indexing. One approach to alleviate this problem is to group together certain classes of phonemes into a common symbol. Ideally, such phonetic transformations should be determined so as to minimize the error rate of phonetic indexing of word candidates. However, in our experiments, a set of phonological rules (such as in [14] ) are applied to transform all the phonetic sequences into a smaller set of phonetic symbols. Examples of such transformations include merging /t/s and /d/s into /dx/, and /zh/ into /sh/. The lexicon lists a few common phonetic transcriptions per word and these are used to generate the lexicon phonetic sets. Furthermore, the TIMIT database provides word and phone transcriptions of the training speech corpus, which can be used to extract phonetic transcriptions of words and build additional phonetic sets: These are termed as phonetician phonetic sets, since the speech was transcribed into phones and words by phoneticians examining the speech data.
Phonetic Set Table Creation
• Generate phonetic sets using lexicon transcriptions of words: For each word transcription in the lexicon do: 1) Transform the phonetic sequence using prespecified phonological rules. 2) Generate a phonetic set representation of the transcription. 3) Add < PHONETICSET t, WORDID, TRANSCRIPTIONLENGTH l > to the list /.
• Generate phonetic sets using phonetician transcribed training data: For each word in the training data do:
1) Segment (phonetician) transcribed phone labels using the word boundaries and the phone labelled speech data. 2) Transform the phonetic sequence using prespecified phonological rules. 3) Generate a phonetic set representation of the converted phonetic transcription. 4) Add < PHONETICSET t, WORDID, TRANSCRIPTIONLENGTH l > to the list /.
• Sort the list / into a table 7 to be indexed using a phonetic set bit vector as a key.
Using the lexicon transcriptions, and the phonetician transcriptions, the phonetic set representations of words are stored in the form of a table associating every observed phone set bit-string with the corresponding set of words, and the corresponding transcription lengths. In a sense, the phonetic set can be viewed as a hashing function for indexing word lists. The transcription length of the word is stored in addition to the word index in the word lists and is used as an additional constraint to select words during the recognition phase.
Recognizing Test Data
Since the actual segmentation of the phone stream is undetermined, the search proceeds by hypothesizing every phone boundary as a possible word boundary. This leads to the pyramidal search using phonetic buffers of sizes ranging from the smallest word transcription to the longest word transcription (for the vocabulary under consideration). Phonetic sets are constructed for each of these buffers, and indexing into the table is done to retrieve a list of possible word candidates. This word list is further reduced by comparing the buffer length with the phonetic transcription length of the word that was hashed into the table. During the recognition phase, a multiscale search is performed: The input machine generated phone sequence is viewed at different lengths (termed phone buffers), and corresponding phone set representations generated. These bit strings are then matched with the ones stored in the table to produce a list of candidates, based on prespecified Hamming distance 2 thresholds: With the bit-string representation of phonetic sets, the phonetic set table can be sorted, and the indexing can be done using binary search. The indexing procedure results in the generation of candidate word lists at every phone position, for different phone buffer lengths, and transcription length constraints: In our experiments, if the phonetic set indexing criteria were satisfied, only the set of words which further satisfied the constraint that the transcription length was ±1 the buffer length were chosen as candidates. However, the word lists are still usually large, and the further elimination of words may be performed to reduce the number of word choices. Two possible measures used for the purpose of reducing word-list sizes are discussed below.
Sequential Matching Measure
Perform a sequential phonetic match of the test phone sequence for a particular phone buffer length with the lexicon/phonetician phone 2. Hamming distance is a measure of the difference between two messages (each consisting of a finite string of characters). In the case of two binary strings, it is defined as the number of bits that need to be changed in one to obtain the other. sequence of the chosen words, and use the accuracy 3 of such a match to retain those words within a certain distance from the maximum. Example for the word AUGUST: The baseform is: AA G AX S TD, and is transformed to AA G AX S DX after applying the fixed transformation rules. At every phone position, phone buffers of various lengths are extracted for matching. In the following example, a phone buffer of length six is matched with all the words in the dictionary. A sample match ("*" next to a symbol indicates subtitution or deletion errors; "**" refers to insertion errors; the latter is not used in the computation of percent correct) of the input phonetic sequence with the word AUGUST is shown below:
Reference : AA *G* AX S ** DX Hypothesis: AA *P* AX S AX DX Percent Correct is 4 5 = 80.00 percent.
Nonsequential Phone Set Hamming Distance
Use the nonsequential phone set Hamming distances between the test phone sequence for a particular phone buffer length and the stored lexicon/phonetician phone set representations, as a measure of accuracy, and retain words within a certain distance from the minimum Hamming distance. If the phonetic set table has V entries, each entry a vector of dimension d, where d is the number of phones (or classes of phones), then a vector t ¢ can be used to index a word list from the table in O(log V) by a binary search 4 (in case of an exact match).
Assuming errors in certain bits of the phonetic set representation (i.e., t ¢ is a corrupted version of some vectors in the phonetic table), it can be shown that a binary search can still be performed, although the constants (a function of d) may be large. The Hamming Distance between the two patterns is two.
Phonetic Set Indexing Procedure • Generate transcriptions of speech data using phonetic decoders.
• Transform the phonetic sequence using prespecified phonological rules. • for every phone position i do:
For all possible Word Transcription Lengths j do:
1) Create phonetic "buffers" by extracting j phones from position i. 2) Using the phone buffer sequence, determine a phonetic set t ¢ . 3) Index the table 7 using the phonetic set t ¢ and retrieve a list of < PHONETICSET t, WORDID, TRANSCRIPTIONLENGTH l >. Retain the Hamming distance + between t and t ¢. 4) Threshold with the specified parameters using + and l to give a word candidate list for detailed rescoring.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The total number of unique phonetic transcriptions of words used in all the experiments is 13,001. When the 13,001 unique phonetic sequences are converted into phonetic sets, the total number of unique phonetic sets drops to 12,589 since some phonetic sequences generate the same phonetic sets (e.g., "B AX D" and "D AX B").
3. To be exact, percent correct (not percent accuracy) is used. Percent correct is defined as the ratio of number of correct symbols matched divided by the total number of symbols in the reference.
4. This was pointed out by a colleague at Xerox PARC.
Thus, the lexicon transcriptions and the phonetician transcriptions of all the sentences in the TIMIT database were used to create the phonetic set table: A total of 12,589 <phone set, word index> unique entries were present. The transcription table for the benchmark consisted of 13,001 unique transcriptions. TIMIT dr1 test database was used for our experiments. Recurrent neural network phone [13] recognizers were used to provide a 68 percent accurate automatically generated phone transcriptions of the speech. At each phone position, phone set representations were formed using phone sequences of lengths one to 15. Words within the following Hamming distance thresholds from the stored phone set tables were in the candidate list at every phone position for different lengths of phone sequences.
For the benchmark sequential matching DP scheme, the test phone sequences were aligned with the stored transcriptions of the candidate words to give accuracies. Words that were within a distance d from the maximum accuracy at each phone position at a particular phone sequence length were retained to produce the final word candidates. By increasing d from zero, larger word-lists with higher percent correct are obtained. The results of such a scheme are shown in Fig. 5 . As an alternative to the sequential matching procedure for determining word matches, the Hamming distances were used as a measure of word match: Note that the Hamming distances can be computed using fast hardware byte instructions 5 as opposed to the expensive string matching (or tree searching) sequential schemes. The dotted curve shown in Fig. 5 represents the results of prefetching using the proposed phone set indexing scheme. No language models/context has been used in these experiments. It is clear that the two schemes compare favorably for the task of prefetching. Furthermore, a compiler optimized version of the phone set indexing was over 13 times faster (cpu time) than the standard sequential matching case, when executed on a Silicon Graphics Oynx machine. If the bit-string matching were to be implemented using low-level byte instructions directly, much higher speedups can be expected.
5. In our current implementation, however, phone sets are represented as integer arrays. For a particular threshold setting, the phonetic set indexing experiment is performed and the word inclusion rate calculated. In addition, the average of the ratio of the total number of words that are selected for any utterance to the total number of phones that transcribe that utterance is computed to be the average number of words per phone position (i.e., the label of the horizontal axis in Fig. 5 ). Given such pairs for different thresholds, the graph shown in Fig. 5 is generated. Similarly another graph is obtained for the benchmark comparision.
CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this paper has been to explore a fast word preselection method based on the notion of nonsequential representations of word transcriptions. In particular, the phonetic set indexing scheme has been proposed and evaluated in this paper. The conclusions of such a study is that fast word prefetching can be achieved by nonsequential phone set representations. The proposed set indexing approach is general, and perhaps applicable to other domains such as DNA matching.
The performance of the proposed approach is severely restricted by the accuracy of the automatically generated phonetic transcriptions of speech, and, therefore, limits current applications to large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems. Furthermore, phonetic set indexing can be easily extended to incorporate language model information (e.g., bigrams at the hypothesized word boundaries). Other research directions currently being explored include vocabulary-independent transcription of speech databases using phonetic decoders and fast keyword preselection using the phonetic set indexing method. It would also be interesting to study how the phonetic set indexing method can be extended to search on phonetic lattices.
